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ROLLINS MUST SUPPLY THINKING M~N AND ROLLINS WILL CONTINUf TO STAND JOR
WOMtN SAYS DR. WARD AT OPfNING
CLEAN· ATHLETICS SAYS RAYMOND
Of THIRTY-FIFTH YEAR
GREfNt ATHLETIC DIRECTOR
FORMAL OPENING OF THE YEAR
TAKES PLACE IN KNOWLES
HALL WITH LARGE
ATTENDANCE

ROLLINS COLLEGE GIVES CHASE HALL BOYS . MAKE
SCHOLARSHIP TO SERB- A SPLENDID AFFAIR OF
IAN GIRL
ANNUAL RECEPTION

Rollins opened for its thirty-fifth
Miss Persida Mladenowitch has·
The annual Chase Hall reception
year Wednesday morning, Sept. 24, been sent by the International Ser- was held Saturday evening, October
following, two days of registration bian ·E ducational Committee to re- 18. The reception was informal, and
which witnessed the heaviest enroll- ceive a four years course of instruc- everyone was made to feel very much
ment in the history of the college. tion at Rollins College.
at home. The reception room was simThe formal exercises were held in
Through the untiring efforts of ply but artistically decorated with
Knowles Hall at ten o'clock and the- Dr. Rosalae S. Morton, Chairrµan of palm branches, and the lights were
chapel was crowded with students the International Serbian Education- encased in blue and gold paper. All
and friends.
· ·
al Committee many Colleges through- the student rooms were adorned with
A warm welcome was extended the out the United States have offered pictures and pennants, and no effort
students by Vice-President Arthur scholarships to promising and talent- was spared to present an orderly and
Schultz of the Board of Trade; by the ed_. young Serbians.
artistic appearance. Visitors were
Reverend D. Stratford Scadeng for
On Sept. 9th twenty-three Serbians. shown througb the various rooms, ·aucl
the local churches; and, by W. R. fourteen girls and nine J:i.oys, left were then seated on the porch over0'Neal for the Board of Trustees. The Belgrade en route to New York. From looking the lake. -The porch was also
principal address was oelivered by there they were sent to the many dif- decorated with palms, and with JapPresident George Morgan Ward~ in ferent Colleges and Universities all
anese lanterns half-concealed by the
his usual eloquent and magnetic man- over the United' States.
' Spanish moss which was draped
-ner. In welcoming the new student
~ all are familiar with the tragic gracefully
about everywhere. The
body, he called to mind the fact that
the fii-st hard lesson in life is learned history of Serbia. The Huns, Austri- north end of the porch, which is
when one enters college and is gov- ans, and Bulgars left a trail of ruin slightly raised, was used as a makeerned by the laws made for the ma- and suffering wherever they went. shift stage, and here the .Chase Hall
jority. In reference to the general Miss Mladenowitch, toge_ther with men presented an entertainment.
After a song of welcome by Mr.
unrest of the present day, he said her parents and brothers and sisters,
that the gr_eatest need _of the country fled from her native town Tkopl,ie, Tompkins, the ;first thing on the prois thinking men and women and that and remained three years in exile. Up- gram was a short recital by the men's
it is manifestly the primary duty of on their return to Tkoplje they found glee club. This orgaiiization, under
colleges to supply this need to offset the whole city in ruins. Nothing was the excellent leadership of Miss Dyer,
the spirit of Bolshevism that is so left of their home except the ruined has been working hard, and a goQ.d
recklessly gaining ground.
· foundation; all their possessions of showing was made. The club sang
were "Mighty Lak a Rose,'. ' and "A TopiAt the conclusion of his address twenty years accumulation
Dr~ Ward announced the opening of swept away, and the family suffered cal Song", to which additional stanzas
we-re joined, concerning school events
two new departments. The first of untold privations.
Miss Mladenowitch is an unusually and familiar figures in school life.
these is the Professorship of Communty Organization, under the lead- talented young woman and is very Then followed a play entitled "A Half
ership of Dr. C. A. Vincent; the sec- eager to learn English and to begin Hour For Refreshments,'' which was
-0nd, the Naval Unit, which has been her-courses in Rollins. Let us all feel very well done. Mr. Karl Tompkins
- officially ap11roved by the state and our responsibility in the matter, and played the leading role, and with him
help her in every way we can. She in the cast were Messrs. Jack Glasnational authorities.
The thirty-fifth year opens with is · thousands of miles away from sey, William Sherman, Carey Roberts,
every substantial indication for a home and' among strangers who George Arrants, Gerald Kinnear, and
n1ost successful year. All dormitories speak foreign tongue. It is up to us Fred Ward. The play dealt with the
are filled and it has been necessary to see that she •is made happy and _ interruptions of a poor travelling man
to utilize Sparrell and Shackleford contented during her stay with us.
wh·o was trying to -eat his dinner,
Cottages, which border the campus,
with a half hour before train time,
to accommodate the overflow.
interesting to note, from the dean's and the complications caused by the
A significant feature of the new figures. thai: those taking the regular mixing up of two notes. The poor
registration is the large increase in A. B. course in 'the college·department man was insulted, accused, made love
the number of men. This has been outnumber by many those of previ- to, and threatened vehemently during
made possible by the return from out years.
the . half . hour, but he · succeeded in
service of a large number of Rollins
The daily schedule is a busy and obtaining no dinner. Following this
boys.
_
interesting one. The first class be- Mr. Arrants read an original novelty
In his opening address Dr. Ward gins at 8 :15, thu:;; affording ample
said he wanted no student in Rollins time for the•
val of students from entitled "The A. B. C. of Rollins."
College who had not come with a pur- Orlando on the bus. From 10:15 to This was extremely clever, and copies
posii to study and study hard. D~an 10:35 each morning President George of the "A. B.· C." are in great demand.
Hochstetler points out, as one of the Morgan Ward conclucts . the chapel The last feature on the program was
out-standing features of the registra- miniature · service; a great inspi- an imitation of a serenade which sevtion, "Straight-work" as a character- ration to all who attend and the eral Chase Hall men, while modestly
istic of the courses elected. Under the magnetism of Dr. Ward's personali- hiding behind a bamboo tree, gave
existing semi-elective system many ty ' gives to this period the distinction the girls of Cloverleaf a short. time
students often take advantage of the · of greatest popularity. The fact that ago. A palm branch represented the
wide range of subjects and decen- ea~h student realizes the vital rela- bamboo tree, and a box supposedly
tralize their work. This has been al- tion of such devotional ·exercises to filled with appetizing food was let
most entirely avoided this year and his daily life is one of far-reaching dow11 from the balcony above.
Refreshments in the form of cakes
students are realizing the necessity value and will play - a large part in
for a thorough anc;l solid courfe minus the proper development of his char- and blue-and-gold ice cream were
served, and about eleven o'clock tlte
all :frills .and ,~pecial subjects. It is acter.

ROLLINS WILL REMAIN FIRM IN
HER ALLEGIANCE TO F. I.
A. A. COME WHAT MAY
In face of inevitable present sacrifice.;, Floriqa's Oldest College will
stick to the rules of the Florida Intercollegiate Athletic Association.
Rollins will remain firm in her agrees
ment with other Florida institutions.
In the Spring of 1916 during an
Athletic Conference held at Rollins
where the representatives had gathered from all Florida Co-lleges. The
Florida Intercollegiate - Athletic Association was organized. These representatives agreed that the colleges
had been engaged in the wrong system of athletics long enough and that
it was time that they · came together
on a clean athletic program. The Association was formed and' a temporary_ chairman elected. Then came the
war which placed a quietus on the
State Athletic Association; but the,
war is over now and the Association
means to begin work on the athletic
probleµis which are now ,fac ing the·
Florida Institutions.
.Article No: 1 of. the By-Laws of
the Florida Intercollegiate Athletic:
Association reads as follows: "An
Amateur is one who participates in.
competitive physical sports only for
the pleasure and the physical, mental,
moral, and social benefits directly de·rived therefrom."
- ,.
W1e believe in the spirit- ·o f amateurism. The spirit of amateurism
carries with it all that is included in
the definition of an amateur and ·
much more: The spirit of amateurism
stands for a high sense of honor,
honesty, fair play, courtesy, and tern.:.
perate living on the part of participants, hosts or gue.,ts, . officials and
spectators. It stoops to no technicalities, to twist or avoid or to take unfair advantage of opponents. It implies a recognition of the marked influence of athletics in developing organic vigor, physical fitness, intellectual efficiency, moral qualities and
sound habits. It seeks to increase
their value by exhalting the standards
of ,all sports. It is opposed to , all
practices which are harmful to indivduals, or to amateur· athletics in geperal, such as playing for - mon·ey . or
gain of any kind, betting, selling
prizes, proselyting, overspecializing
of the "star- performer" to the exclusion of the rank and file etc.
(Cont_inu_ed on page 2)
guests ·were escorted· back to their
dormitories or home~ On the whole it
was acknowledged to \)e the finest reception given by Chase Hall for
years, and will be remembered by all ·
as one of the gayest e'l'ents of the .
school year.
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ROLLINS STUDENTS ARE
EXCHANGE
THE NEED OF THE NAVAL
SELFISH
- UNI',['
"STICK TO IT"·
On resuming our work this year
Yes, we are, and that only proves
Established in 1894 with the following_ ed- that we are human. All of us are seekit is our desire and endeavor to inOur future Navy calls for a large crease and · modernize our departitorial:
, "Uuassuming yet mighty, sharp and point- ing our own ends; some of us more enlisted and' commissioned personnel.
ed. well-rounded yet many sided, assiduously
ent to the greatest extent possible, to
tenacious, yet as gritty and energetic as its diplomatically than othGrs, to be sure, Above all, it calls for trained men, in
name implies, victorious in single combat and but nevertheless we are all looking reserve as well as active. Our new do this; we must rely · upon our extherefore without a peer, wonde.rfully attractchange list. So, Schoolmates, both
ive and extensive in circulation ; all these will out for "number one" every time. The Navy is bound to be big, extensive,
be found upon investigation to be among the professors will tell us that we need and complete in every department, Academy and, College, please hand in
extraordinary qualities of The Sandspur."
the name and address of any good
not worry about anybody else, just including all organizations ashore. college or high school paper that you
get our own work done the best we There are numerous reasons which know of.
possibly can, and the rest will take justify the present and future naval
Perhaps you have some friend or
care of themselves. Quite true. But policies of the United States. We chum in another institution. If so,
what is all this for? Do we ever stop must be strong enough to back up let us know, for every new member
to think what all this college train- the Monroe Doctrine. This means
ing, this incessant plugging and maintaining a fighting force as great added to our excliange list means a
boost for Rollins and its "Sandspur."
grinding, is for? It cannot be to fit as that of any of the large nations.
Then, to our friends ·who have exus for selfish existence, it cannot be
We have extensive and growing in- changed with us in the past, along
to put us ,on an ~gostistic pedestal ter,ests abroad to protect. Our mer- with our new ones we extend a
there to be gazed upon by the less for- chant marine is at present large, and hearty welcome, one and all.
tunate of mankind. No; college is dewill soon be huge, and it demands
A detailed list of exch:mges will
signed to make better citizens, men
and women more keenly alive to the protection. The Panama Canal calls be published on completion of the
problems of the day, more appre- for a large "fleet in being" which same.
ciative of the grandeur of creation means a fleet, powerful and ready, to
and the part that they, as men and meet any sea force at a moment's
We gratefully acknowledge the rewomen, are to play in the universal notice. We- now have practically two ceipt of the following publications:
scheme.
navies, the Pacific and the Atlantic.
"The Southern," Southern College,
Let us BE selfish! Bµt let us make Each must be large enough to cope Sutherland, Fla.
·
ourselves extend beyond the narrow wit_h the' high seas fleet of any na"Cornet", Gainesville High School,
confines of the "me." Remember that tion. To meet its purpose, the Pacific Gainesville, Fla.
we cannot live alone; that friends are fleet must be as large and as power"The Spokesman", Plant City High
our only basic source of happiness; ful as that of the greatest Oriental School, Plant City, Fla.
that as we help to make the pathway nation. A supply of trained men is
"The Utah Chronicle", University
~be Starr
bright for others, so will that same one major factor in fixing our future of Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah.
EDITOR-IN CHIEF
light :reflect a radiance on our way. naval strength, and in meeting the
"Mexican Review" (Revista MexiJ. Harold HiJI, '20.
Cooperation: That's the word. :Ex- material requirements of the forces cana), · Mexico City.
ASSOCIATE EDITORS·:
Ruby Atkinson, '20.
pand -yourself that you may take a themselves.
"The
Clarion",
Belmont High
Mary Knoske, ' 23.
The reason for naval organizations School, Belmont, N. C.
, Robert Sedgwick, '23 greaJer pleasure in the good of your
NEWS EDITOR: Warren M. Ingram, '22 . .
associates. Enlarge your vision, see ashore is to train men. The public
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR: Irma Sample, yo1,1rself as a part of the community. d'oes not appreciate what the- military
' 23.
What keener pleasure can a man ex- school has done for the success of ROLLINS WILL CONTINUE TO
MANAGING EDITOR: Lindsley Rowe, '23.
STAND FOR CLEAN
perience than the association and the past war. Its work has been
DEPARTMENT EDITORS:
Sporting: Pauline Phelps, ' 23; John T . esteem of his fellows!· Try to get :he great; but we now need naval units
ATHLETICS
Branham, '23.
other fellow's point of view; remem- more than military schools were ever
Literary:
· Exchange: Stanley Fosgate, ' 23.
ber that if we knew as much as we ··needed. The government would not
( Continued from page 1)
Art: Rose Powers.
Spurs: Lloyd Boyle, ' 23 ; Emily Theed, '23. sometimes think we do, we would not , back such a movement if the former
Alumni: Ada Bumby Yothers, '05.
need to be in college-not at all.
· ' statemnt we:tie not true. Naval units
BUSINESS MANAGER: Frank Palmer, '23.
We heard a fellow say the other -are now being instituted just as miliIt -recognizes" the need of wise or· old re- tary· institutions were founded after ganization and s:uperv.ision of athADVERTISING MANAGER: Karl Tompkins, d
. ay: "Th ey can h ave th eir
'23.
·
I s h an 't _go. " H e was " m1"ffe d" past wars.
·
ASS' T. ADVERTISING MGR. : WiJliam Sher- cepbon,
Large colleges are taking letics and cooperates in making these
h t it
· b e t - up the q__ uestion and many contemplate efficient, -And it believes that the
man.
f acu1ty "'-because
the
Luong
CIRCULATION MANAGER: J . F. R. Glassey,
1
Th.
t er no t t o ·h ave a c.ance.
'21.
· is man, making naval sciences a part of their spirit, as well as the letter of the
REPORTERS:
· - not th e ca d h.is w ords curriculum .. The Gulf Coast Military law, should be enforced .
k now, is
we
Winifred Stone, '21 ; Dorothy Harrison,
. k h
H ~-d
Rollins College wiiII not schedule
' 23 ; Dorris Tilden, '23 ; Helen Hanna, ' 23 ; wou ld ma k e us th m
e was.
e " 1 and Navar Academy, the Northwest:Florence Bumby, ' 23 ; Emilie Swigel, Ed.
d
t
k
s
b1·g
football
games this s:.eason. Considertl
t
tt
d
a en
1e recep 10n an
oo a
ern Military and Naval Academy, and
~ ard Bell.
a part as any there. His words were the Culver Military and Naval Acad- ing the fact , that RoIIins had been
SUBSCRIPTION PRICE
. d c·s·on
1·11 thought out·
without a eamp of soldiers or sailors ;
h as t Y, h 18
e 11
' emy are examples of coming naval
he had not taken time to get the oth- institutions .
.
that every available Rollins man had"
2
e'c'op; ·'. '. :'. '. '. '. :'. '. '. '. '. :'. ::::::::::::$
· t of v1·e"'
under
er f e11 ow ' s porn
" and
·
· The aim of the naval unit is a entered the service and that most of
Entered at Postoffice at Winter P"a rk, June, stand the reason for the cr.ange.
broad one. The immediate purpos·e is the present students· are new men, it
1919.
Let's try to have our college life
· has been deemed advis·a bie to take
mean more to us each day. Let's be to give. th e student a means of better such action. This action has ben taken
WHAT'S IN A NAME?
better p::ils, better friends, and bet- mental and physical development and by the members ·of the footba 11 squa d
Modern advertising insis.ts that ter citizem . Let's be broader in our to affo rd him an intereS t ing paS t · and the Athletic Council. The College
cc,nstant repeL:tion so fixes narn<•s views and forsake the narrow-vis- time, ·or. recreation, th at is beneficial will maintain· basketball and baseball
mental, as weil as physical teams·.
and slogans in the minds of the peo- ioned way. Let's try to understand from ·
ple that they adopt them eventually the reasons-and they are always ~tand P0 int. · The u nd erlying purpose
Rollins· Coilege ,athletics are to rewithout reserve. Surely there has there-for the things that thwart and is to train men-men who would be main clean and th.e action of the ath~
been no . organized propaganda at hamper us; we may be able to elimi- capable of · entering activ.e service, or letic cc,mcil is- final. The college will
work to spread the name of "Dr. nate them in the future if we try. an officers training · school, in case not allow the professional athlete to,
Ward" among the people of Winter Let's try . to make unselfishness re- of ~merg~ncy. The country muS t have come in and play on. the college team .
Park of Florida. But, just the same, solve itself into the making of a big- such men. We cannot rely upon allies The Council members trust that am
the ~ame has come to signify confi- ,,.er, broader self.
to hold off enemies in th e future, · patrons- of the college will thoroughly
dence love success, just as the pres- ~ Plans for the Sandspur this year while we spe nd a year in training · understand its action. The college will
ence ~f Dr'. Ward himself at Rollins, are going forward in a manner that men.
R. J. H. · remain true to h er agreement ·with
in Winter Park, in Florida, inspires indicate perhaps the most successful
the Florida Colleges.
confidence, strengthens love, and as year1 in the history of its publication.
At the regular meeting of the athsures success. A man's man; fearless, The general prosperity of the colAs the first issue of'the Sandspur letic council October 16th it was
sympathetic, generous, broad-min~ed,· lege combined with the evident en- for this year goes out into the col- voted to grant the· town and college
square: A busipess man; . practical, thusiasm of the students and the se- lege world, among people of many men the use of football uniforms to
capable, far 0 sighted, exactmg-these lection of a st:;iff of unusual ability and varied interests, we wish to re- be used' in connection with the formare the charactirestics of the man that bid fair to produce a paper of more iterate that the purpose of th_e Sand- ing of a Winter Park football t eam.
_ foster confidence and love in the than ordinary merit. A thorough can- spur is to reflect student life at Rol- It is understood in the above action
hearts of those who know him.
To vas of a sefected list of some six lins ai:J.d fo serve the College, its stu- · that the college is not in any sense
hav~ such a man with us at Rollins, hundred interested alumni and form- dents and 'its ·a lumni in every possi- connected in an official capacity, in
to feel that his hand is at the helm, er students is planned to begin with bie V:.ay. Iiv·order to ·carry out th is the forming of the Winter Par.k team.
to know that thru minor mishaps and this issue. A copy of the paper, to- purpose, we invite th e active coopera- A Winter Park man has been chosen.
greater difficulties we shall come _out gether with a blank appl_ication form Uon of -everyone who may read the manager of the team. Dr. J. H. Verisuccessful in the end, puts zest mto an'd a · stamped envelope ·1s to be sent paper-students, alumni, faculty, and gan of Winter Par k will coach the
the work. We can see results already to every address on the list. This list, friends. Criticisms, suggestions, and t eam.
in the ~eri<'PS work o:i' the gen,"ral being culled I from the files of the contributions will be accepted gladly
Signed,
mass of students, in the cheerful team Registrar's office during the sum- by the editors and we urge our readRAYMOND W. GREENE ,
~ork on the campus, and in many mer, is expected to bring a large per ers that they communicate such to us
Athletic Direetor.
little way that spell the big word
cent. of respon :;::
freely.
SUCCESS in college life.
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THE ROLLIN~; SANDSPUR

SPECIAL CA·R-fROM OHIO BRINGS MANY
NEW AND fORMf RSTU Of NTS TO ROLLINS
MISS EDWARDS HEADS JOLLY THE VALUE OF ROWING AS AN
BUNCH OF OHIO STUDENTS
EXERCISE , ·
ON TRIP TO FLORIDA
With the coming of the Naval Unit,
_ ___
Rollins men will have the opportunity
On Saturday evening, September of pulling an oar, a man's oat, one
20th, . Cleveland was the setting . of that · requires strength, agility, d,ethe beginning of a momentous trip, termination, and tenacity. Rowing is
The occasion was that of the gath- one of .the best developing exercises
ering together of that group of r.esi- there is. It calls into greatest play
dents of Ohio which gave rise . to the lungs and the muscles of the
that beautiful ditty written by Cheesy back, shoulders, thighs, and abdomen.
The secondary muscles are those of
Arrants:
"O's for Ohio, which sure must the arms and calves. Practically ev~ry mus~le receives a good workout.
look queer,
For the whole blamed population The average crew man is husky, deepchested, - flat-backed, with unusually
is living right here."
Those making up the party leav- well developed thighs, back, shoulding Cleveland were Ruby Atkinson, ers, abdomen, and upper arms. Crew
Gerald Kinnear
and Keith Mc- and -football men line up well togethKlintock of Ol;>erlin, Mary Knoske of er. Both hav1e powerful physiques\,
Warren, Pauline Phelps of Youngs- rather than just one well-developed
town and Ruth McKee of Cleveland. set of muscles. Baseball and track
They were very properly chaperoned men are of all types. Wrestlers and
by Miss Idabel Edwards, and her swimmers are another class of genmother of Oberlin. Miss Edward's erally wel-developed men.
Among
brother, Ellis Edwards accompanied gymnasts may 9e found many men
the crowd as far as Cincinnati.
of exceptional shoulder development,
After spending a wild two hours but with frail-looking legs. The aim
endeavoring to gather her many of modern physical departments is
charges together, Miss Edwards, with for an all-around development. The
the aid of her mother, managed to crew man is a good example of this
get all corraled at last · in the Pull- development.
man. Although the train did riot leave
Did You Know That
Cleveland until midnight, with the
help of several boxes of candy and
A shirt front is a thing to be studthe entertainment of members of the ded.
party, the crowd managed to stay
Ip. the human race the butcher,
together until the train pulled out. Of· holds ,the steaks.
course Gerald Kinnear just showed
The man who hanged himself died
up in time to make the train. He said of his own free will and accord.
The keynote of good breeding is B
he got so interested in watching a
football game that he missed his natural.
The shades of , night go about dewtrain out of Oberlin. At last the
train pulled out of Cleveland and we ing good.
were off. Peace and quiet reigned -During a storm it's all up with an
throughout the train except when the umbrella.
sudden bubbling of Pauline Phelp's
There is Iio reason why a baby
laughter came from the end seat. Luck- show shouldn't be a "howling sueily Pauline and Mary Knoske decided cess."
A burglar generally makes his
to really go to bed after all and by
the time the train reached Columbus home run after he reaches the plate.
all was peaceful. At Columbus Mary
Salisbury. was supposed to join us
During the day, two long Rollins
but dicl -not show _up when Mr. Ed- banners had been strung along each
.wards got out at 3 :25 . a. m. to find side of the car and every person had
her. Half an hour later the conduc- been given a buckeye tied with blue
tor c~me through with
one small and gold ribbon, the badge of the
lost girl following him. The lost was Ohio Club. One honorary member was
found and Mr>Jry Salisbury join€d added to the list, the pullman conducour ranks.
tor.
At Cincinnati Olive Bedilion and
At Jacksonville the crowd -scatterDarda Robinson joined us. Here also. ed_:__Ruby Atki.nsori and Ruth McKee
Mr. and Mrs. Freeman and Wil- to see the alligators-Mr. and Mrs.
helmina were added to the party. Freeman in search of rest and quiet
The putting on of a special car made uptown-and the rest no the• trail of
the trip down very much more pleas- good hearty food. ·
ant. This made seventeen in all and
The lasi; lap of the trip began at
a lively crowd at that. At Cincinnati four o'clock Monday' afternoon. A
Mr. Edwards left us and every one parlor car was put on the train at
-was headed directly-for Winter Park. -Jacksonville and the Ohio crowd ocThe trip froin Cincinnati was very cupied that. The new coip.ers to Flor~
hot and necessarily wearisoip.e but ida were initiated into the state's seeveryone had a good time. With Keith crets by being given an opportunity
McClinteck's friendliness and ability to taste avocado pears and persimto get acquainted no one could feel mons which Mr. and Mrs. Freeman
out of place or among strangers, brought back from some place . in
Ruth McKee's liveliness managed to Jacksonville. Aside from the various
keep us all awake even through the snake stories told by a traveling
tunnels. By night we were all well salesman, nothing of especial excite~mough acquainted with each other ment happened on the way c¥Jwn
.and Tennessee to be be able to per- from Jacksonville.
sua'de., the porter that we really
A cordial reception was given the
would like to have the births made tired crowd when they reached Winup before twelve o'clock. · This night ter Park and it was highly appreciati~ was Ruby Atkinson and Ruth Mc- ed by every individual in the whole
'Kee who seemed to have resolved crowd. The trip was one which no one
never to sleep again.
will forget for many years to come.

...

THE ACTIVITIES OF THE ROLLINS NAVAL UNIT
The object of this unit is to offer
the student body forms of recreation
which are beneficial in a mental,
physical, and educational way. It is
to teach alertness, initiative, concentration, and presence of mind. Pp.ysically it is to better and to develop.
Students who are not participating
in some recognized branch of athletics, are required to take work under the direction of the naval unit. At
present our greatest activity is
aquatics. The commandant has secured the backing of the Davy Department and the Adjutant General of
Florida. Four cutters and two whaleboats have been ordered shipped by
the Navy pepartment. It is contemplated that small arms and pieces of
artillery will be at our service in the
near future, also a fast sailing boat.
Ten small canoes will arrive soon.
The two war canoes have proved
themselves valuable in aquatics. The
first allotment of uniforms has been
ordered and - will· arrive within ten
days.
·

3
FOR MR. GLASSEY
On Sunday evening, Oct. 19, the
Ohio Club giwe a very informal party
in honor of Mr. Glassey's birthday.
A few tables in the south side 0f the
dining hall were pushed together, and
by the skillful work of several of the
members, that end of the beanery was
decorated viery artistically. One ,of
the banners used on the train was
stretched along the wall. Sprays of
ferns were laid across the table, in
a pretty fashion, here and there dotted with yellow flowers and buckeyes.
After the riegular lunch had been
served to all, one of th~ waiters
brought in a large white birthday
cake for Mr. Glassey. After cutting
the cake, Mr. Glassey gave a short
and snappy little toast.

+++-1<'-Di++· ++ ++++++
+ WINTER PARK PLUMBING +
+
COMPANY
+
+ Sanitary Phiqibing and Heating +
+
~+
+ Phone 442
Phone 452-G +
i++++++ ++++*++++
+ + + + + + ·+ + + + + + + + +;
+ THE DeLUXE BUS LINE +
+
--+
+
Schedule ·
+
+ Leave Orlando
Leave +
+ for
Winter Park +
+ Wint'e r Park
for Orlando +
+ *7 :30 a. m.
8:3,0 . a. m.
+
+ 9 :00
9 :301
+
+ 11.00
11 :30
+
+ .*1:00 p. m.
1:40 p. m.
+
+ 3:100
3:30
+
+ '4:00
4:30
+
+ *5:00
5:40
+
+ 6: 30
117:00
+
+ *10:00
& 7:30
+
+ & 11 :00,
10 :2o
+
+
11 :20
+
•Jo
--+
+ E. R. RODENBAUGH, Prop. +
+ Other trips added as needed. +
+
___
+

"RAT PARTY"
The initiation of some of the boys,
more commonly known as "Rats,"
was uniquely a ccomplished, · in the
Beanery, at several of the meals during the earlier part of the month.
Only a few were put through this
degree, but the selection was such as
to cause a · good bit of wholesome
amusement to the Beanerygoers.
One bright morning the student
body was blessed _by th'e charming
countenance of Frank (Red) Palmer
serenely promenading backwards, in
the direction of the Beanery. Some
of th e more observant
students·
th ought th is was being accomplished
in a ra th er peculiar manner, and on
closer examination, discovered it was
"Red's" garments that were going
backwa rd s,
-+ *Through to Maitland.
+
The next victim was Sha,nnon, who + II Daily except Saturday.
+
appeared at the noon meal comfort- + & Saturday only.
+
ably ( ?) clad in a heavy Sou'wester + + + + + + + • '.+ + + + + + +
and rubber boots. (Here it . might be
stated that this particular day was hall. Kinnear followed dressed as a
one, if not the, hottest since Rollins yeomanette, winning the immediate
reopened.)
·
admiration of all by his girlish ( ?)
After a lapse of several meals, features and ways:
,
Snyder made his debut as · a mount"Bob" Sedgwick as a little boy and
aineer and was made to stand guard "Doug" Phillips in Evening dress
while the pupils filed into the dining completed the list.

+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +' + + + + ·+ + + + +1 + + + + +
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
STATE
UNION
BANK
+
+
+
+

+

R. D. Macdonald, Pres., A. Schultz, Vice-Pres., Ed. F. Keezel, Cashier

+
+
+
+
+
+

A. C." Peter, Asst. Cashier, F. M. Keezel, Bookkeeper

Members Federal Reserve System
Altho less than two years old, the assets of this bank at

+

+

+
+
+
+
+

+
this time are in excess of
+
+
+
+
+
Two Hundred 'Fhousand Dollars
+
+
+
"A fast growing ·institution and a good place ,to bank." ~
+
+
+
+
+
UNION · STATE BANK
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
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+++++++++++++++
WINTER PARK HAT SHOP +

+
+
+

+
+

UP-TO-DATE MILINERY

+

'+

+

'HENKEL BLOCK
+
++++++++ +++++++
+ + + + + + + + + +1 + + -+ + +
+
NEW WINTER PARK
+
+
BARBER SHOP
+
+
Is Now Open for Business
+
+
J. E. HOWARD, Prop.
+
+
Favor Block
+
+ + + + + .'+ + r+ + + + + + + +
+++++++ ++++++++
+ CITY SANITARY MARKET +

+

+
+
+

Florida and _Western Meats
+
"The Year 'Round Market''
+
+
L. A. DETWILER, Prop.
+
+++++ i+++ +++++++
+++++++++ ++++++

+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+-

+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+

W. S. BRANCH

BOOKS
STATIONERY
MUSiC
OFFICE SUPPLIES

+
+

+
+

ORLANDO, FLORIDA

,

+
.+ ,
+
+

1+++•+++++ ++++++
+++++++++ ++++++

PRESIDENT GEORGE MORGAN WARD AND THE FRESHMAN CLASS

!+

-

+

Exclusive Agents for Huylers i +

+
+

How About It, Fellows
Most girls think they have killing +
+
ways,-some of them have!
+

Miss Mary Salisbury and Miss
Pauline Phelps were entertained at
dinner 1Monday, Oct. 20 by ' Miss Wilhemena Freeman, at the latter's
_home.
FOR MISS SLAUTER
On Tuesday evening 23rd, in the
,midst of the general confusion of
the many· new arrivals, · several of
'.the girls found time to attend the
spread given in Cloverleaf by Helen
H,a nna, in honor of Hildergard Slauter, a former student of Rollins. Sandwiches, olives, cakes, and lemonade
were served. Those invited were Mabel Townsend, Doris ·Tilden, Pauline
Phelps, Kathryn Sims, Mary Salisbury, Lucy Anderson, Mary Knoske,
Florence Bumby, Elizzabeth Murphey, Mary Whitehead and Mae Clock.

Full Line of
Eastman Kodaks and Films
Developing and Printing

+

+
+.
+
+
+

+
+
Rowe to Mac-"The editor -of this
+
+
paper doesn't actually believe in +
Q
riving at the springs, the party got fighting but we pumped a lot
lead
+
ready-for a· swim and were_soon hav- into the enemy with our lino-type." +
+ CAMP,BELL, CARPER, BASS +
ing a jolly time in the water. Some
+
Druggists
+
adventurous souls tried crossing on
+
+
the rings, but alas! they fell in.
+ + + + + + + + + ii- + + +
+ + + + + + + _+ + + + -+, + + +
_ The ride back to the college was +
_SHOE REPAIRING
+
+++++++++
++++++
made in short, time to the tune of +
· Done Promptly by
+
+
"Osceola" and other college' songs.
+
G. W. WRIGHT
+ +
Mr. Nolan's guests were: Fern +
+ + SHEPHERD'S GROC'IERIES "'1
+
Singletaire, Claire Daughtry, Lucille +
Ail Work Guaranteed·
+ +
+
Deal, Ruth Gibson and Dorothy Rich- +
+ +
+
ards.
+ + + + ++ + + + + + + ++ + +
+
We Advocate QUALITY
+

or

:I:

'f

THE OHIO PICNIC
.+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + , :
:
Every one _must admit that the +
BRIGHAM & HILL
+ +
+
. CI b ·
1· I
d
+
+ +
Quality is the true seat of
+
Oh10
u 1s a 1ve y an a merry +
News Agent
+ +
+
bunch. On Monday, Oct. 13, the· club + Orlando Stationery + Curio
+ +
Cheapness
and several invited guests started on :+
Store
+ +
''KEEP US IN. MIND"
:
a picnic. Permission for the use of · +
ORLANDO FLORIDA
+
+
the. two war canoes had been • obtain- + + + + .
_' .
· +
ed, and at two thirty the merry crowd
.+ + + + + • · -t + + + -+ ♦ + + + + + + + + + ,c- + + + +
left the boat house. It was' decided to
THE OHIO CLUB
go to Shafer's landing. Every one ~+++++++ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 1'
On Friday, October 10, a few of paddled, so it was not long until the +
· ++
the Ohio bunch gathered together at destination was reached. The time , +
+
the home of Miss Edwards and or- intervening between the landing and + ·
+
ganized an Ohio · Club. The follow- supper, was sper,t in playing cards, +
+
ing officers were elected: Gerald . taking pictures and singing. A fire +
A
Cafe
and
Ice
Cream
Parlor
Kinnear, president; Olive Bedilion, was built and soon every one was +
vice-president; Mary Knoske, secre- enjoying the good "eats," which had +
"A Cozy Place to Eat and Drink"
tary and treasurer; Pa~line Phelps, bien prepared by the girls.
+
chairman of the social committee. The
Soon after they started back and
+
membership of the club is extended as there was plenty . of. time, they +
THE LINK BOYS, Proprietors
+
to all the Ohio people in the college, drifted along to the accompaniment +
and soon it may be possible to xe- of mandolins and
the
singing +
Our soda service is par-excellent
tend ft to all the Ohio people in of popuular songs s·ounded sweet- +
Winter Park.
ly across the water. Landing at the +
A la Carte Service at Meal Hours
boat house, just at twilight,' everyone
voted the picnic a great success, and ~
DRIVE TO PALM SPRINGS
declared that there should be another +
We are a!!'ents
for Eimers Famous Candies
Five college girls were the guests
+
~
+
of Mr. Nolan and his daughter last one soon . .

PALACE

+

Friday afternoon. They left the camIsn't It Strange?
+
-pus at 3 :30 for a drive to Palm
Nature
gives
us
our
face,
but
we
+.
Springs. Altho it was raining, they
++ +
were in nowise discouraged, On ar- can pick our own teeth.

113 South Orange Ave., Orlando, Fla. '

+,

+ + + +

++ ++

+

+ +

+ + + +

+

+ + + + + + + +

+
+
+

+ ..
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A PICNIC

THE ROLLINS . SANDSPUR
·suNDAY CANOE PARTY

5

+++++++++++++++++++++~++++++++

+

Orlando, Florida

+

Among the many . pieasant events
(A Scenario)
+
of the past few weeks was a canoeing + HOWARD
'Time: Oct. 11, 1919 A. D., 7:00. P. M. party _on Sunday afternoo1~, October +
Best Photo Work +
: Place: Rollins -College Boathouse
STUDIO
+
19. B~sides the two war canoes,
In Central Florida +
which 'Yere filled with students, +
.
. Act ~
.
, -. many smaller canoes were put into
A couple is disce~ne~ f_o rcmg th eir ser.vic_e .. ,. Those present were allowed ++++++++ +++++++ ++++++++ -+++++++
way th~ough a multit_ude of busy peo- to · pair off ifi couples, keeping in + + + + + + + + +
+ + + ·+ + + + + + + . + + + + .+ + · + + + +
~le all_ mtent on landmg ca1!-oes, plac-- sight of tlie chaperones. - The after- +
GOOD MEALS AT ALL HOURS
+
!ng_ ~nllows a nd bl:1~kets m prop~r noon was marled by several amusing +
SHORT ORDERS OF ALL KINDS, HOME. PASTRY
+
posit10n, and depositmg _heavy bash - incidents. A visit was , made to the-+
+
th
ets and packages
erem. As t e Brewer- ·estate - on Lake Osceola +
ARCADE RE-S TAURANT·
·'+
couple approach the water they are where ~ big ;attlesnake was killed.
.
seen to launch a cai:i,oe and place one by a member of the party; several +
16 East Pine Street, Orlando, Fla.
_ +
can of condensed milk and one small young· ladies in a canoe received a' +· +
+ ·+ + + +. + + + + + + + ' + + +· + + + + · + + + - + -+ + + +
bag of apples in the centre a nd push duckiRg when the canoe tipped over + + + + + + ·+ ·41 + + + + + + + + + + + + + + ·+ + + + + + + '. +
of those
-·•
·
·
',
.
.
Off ami.d the loud laughter
.
and several samples were taken from
·
·-+
on the dock. Thru tdhe_ graces. of an orange grove. After singing pop- +
+
Providence they succee m escapmg ula~ songs the canoe party returned +
from wrecking th~ boath o~se a nd to Rollins in time for supper.
+
-THE REXALL STORE ·
+
canoe, and disappear mto the
' - - --- - - - ~
+
Orlando,' .
,. .
Florida +
Place:
The
Seminole
Picnic
- Go Ahead ·
+
>
.r.
Grounds.
Pretty Thing-"How dare you +++++ ·+·+ ·.z. ·+ ++++++++++·+·++ ++++++++
swear before me'!'"
+ + + + + . + + + + + + + + + +! + + + + + + + + + + + · + + + +
Act II.
Bad' Thing-"How did I know you
A canoe is seen approaching and
.
I
I
+
swaying from side to side as though wanted to swear first?"
+
top-heavy and insufficiently ballasted. It finally hoses its prow into the
In Civics-"What is found in every + .Orlando,
Florida
hyacinths and two people disembark court house in :the United States, be- +
with one can of condensed milk and sides a judge?"
+
+
one small bag ·of apples. They apBaffled Student-"A janitor."
+ + + + + + + + + + ~+ + + + ,t + + + + + + + + + + + + ·+ + +
proach a camp fire around which
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
six other people are seen busily enJ esse-"Hazel' can you write short•
For Suts of Quality::+
gaged in preparing a supper. "Smut" hand?."
Fletcher, having placed coffee on the
Hazel-"Yes-only it takes me +
c~
·F.
KNEELING
+
fire, is now enga_ged in hacking _up longer."
+
.
"
'
.
.
.+dead branches trymg to keep the fire
+
Re:rnqdeling of Ladies and Gents IGarnrents
+
hot enough for Bill Stone and Ellis
Miss Bellows-"Give me an exam.t.
East
Park
Avenue
•IStubbs to roast steak. The steak ple of a compound sentence."
done, Margaret Smith tries her hand
Dick Potter-"It was a rainy day, • + + + + + + + + + + + + • + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
at frying eggs, placing one dozen and Webster was a great orator, ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
eggs in the spider and producing a therefore Columbus discovered Amer- +
+
wonderful scrambled effect which ica."
+
+
eats very well as may -be deduced
+
from the satisfied coun1;enances of
+
Cheer Up, Ye Flunkers
+
those members of the party who are
+
Prof. Hazeltine-A geometrical +
taking time to test them. Florence point cannot be seen, so if any of you 'l"
+
Smith is busily engaged carrying don't see the point in geometry, don't
or
+
around plates in one hand and a be afraid."
+
steak sandwich in the other looking
+ -you'll want to be one of the best appearing young men +
for a soft cushioned place to eat in
The marks of a student taking a +
on the campus
comfort, while Pauline Phelps roams physics test varies inversely as the +
+
Well-dressed Young· Fellows come here for their Clothes +
around ·with a cup . and a spo9n in a square of the distance between him +
vain search for someone to help her and his nearest neighbor.-Ex.
+
eat her one egg. (A close up of )plate
+
MEN'S DEPT. OF
+
with one fried egg is here shown.)
+
+
Pat Richards, the comedian of the they have feared the dangers of an +
crew, sits calmly by trumming her open fire and have bought a "ready"uke" and singing soulful parodies -to-eat" supper, ( contents not shown +
Orlando's Largest ·store
+
on Prof. Blair and others, and inci- on the screen). Note :-It is impossi- +
dently is surrounded by all the· bags.- ble to clearly depict the actions of +
+
+
boxes and plates of edibles, all the this party owing to their aversion to +
+
while taking a bite here and a nibble spot lights enimating from an +
there. And over it all .a lending dig- open fire, and · hence the im-' ~•~+_+-;--+~+~+a'--:+~+-;--+-':-+~+a'--:+~+~+~+~+'--"'+~+:.....·~+:.....+=...+~+:!:_-~+~+:.....-~+:_.+~+~+L...:+~+
nity (?) to the situation is Prof. agination of the audience is cqm-· + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
Hazeltine hurrying hither and thith- pelled to come to the• rescue. After
+
er gettir:g in everybodies way and passing the cup of peace thruout the +
+
appearing intensely busy doing nqth- party, Stan vanishes into the woods +
+
and is seen no more.
+
ing.
.
+
Moonlight on the lake, Seminole in +
Scene: Same as Act 11.
+
Act Ill
the distance
+
The firelight has died out, the
Act IV.
+
+
Oldest in Florida.
moon rises over the lake and through
Thl'ee ·canoes are seen leaving th(l +
+
the trees. All are now pacified and shore from the vicinity of the hotel. +
Interdenominational. Co-educational.
+
calm, sitting quietly two by two, One recognizzes a girl with a red ban+
watching the moon and-.dreading the dana over her hair paddling with a +
Beautiful campus in high pine
·+
· approach of ten o'clock. (Inset- of boy in dirty whites; in the second co- +
watch denoting this fact is here noe, which floats languidly along, +
region bordered by lakes. •
+
shown.)
Suddenly through the si- are seen two husky individuals who +
•
+
lence there is heard a phonograph occasionally cease paddling to chat .,_
Out-of-door life throughout year.
+
from the other - side of the grove.. lingeringly w:ith two maidens. amidStandard courses.
Shortly after Stan Fosgate appears ships; while in the third canoe which +
+
on the scene bearin,g from a similar wabbles precariously along, top- +
+
party a token, namely a cooling drink heavy and even more unsteady than +
+
of Winter Park punch. He brings when iirst seen, for the ballast of +
+
also the news of three other wander- one can of condensed milk and one
Rev. George Morgan Ward, D. D., LL. D., President. +
ers besides himself, Sara Muriel, Hel- small bag of apples no longer rests +
en Hanna -and "Freddie" Hanna. as previously, is seen our original +
They, like the first party, have left couple.
_
+
Winter Park, Florida.
+
the · old boathouse with similar inThus fades this peaceful scene +
+
tentions, hav-e wander_e d through the from the horizon and with the fad- +
+
dusk and finally have landed close ing of .the scene a fond "Good Night" +
+
by. Unlike the first party, _however, is flashe,d upon the screen.
1 + + + + + + ·+ + +
+++++++++++++++++++++

+

+

+

ESTES · PHARMACY

i~~t.

EVANS TH~ JEWELER ·-

WHETHER YOU'RE A FRESHMA N
1

"SOPH", JUNIOR,

SENIOR

THE YOWELL-DUCKWORTH CO.

•
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CALENDAR FOR THE WEEK

ALUMNI NOTES

-0-

Tuesday, Oct. 28, Y. M. C. A. Meet• ing, 7 :00 p. m.
Wednesday, Oct. 29, Alpha- Alpha
Meeting, 9: 30 p. m. Thursday, Oct. 30, Athletii;: Council
Meeting, 1 :00 p. m.
Student Recital, 4 :45 p. m. Knowles
Hall.
Friday, Oct. 31, Phi Alpha Meeting.
Saturday, Nov. 1, Hallowe'en Dance,
8:00 p. m. Gymnasium.
,

++++••····••++++•••+++++++++++
-

+
+

THE PIONEER STORE

Class of 1919
Miss Florence Stone is in structor +
+ Let us supply you on your next College Picnic, Cold ••·
in science in Chowan College, , of
"""
Meats, Bread, Cookies, Picnic Rolls, Pickles,· Candy
+_
North Carolina.
Ben Shaw is teaching history in
the high school of Hackensack, N . J.
Mrs Mane Miller is contii;ming her
studies at Columbia University.
+
LEEDY'S
Miss Acta :McKnight and Miss Bes- +
sit Brown are teaching in their home +
Dry Goods and Millinery Furnishings
iowns.
We cater to the wants of the College Student
CJass of 1918
+
PHI ALPHA
Pennants, Caps and Arm Bands
+Robert Hutchinson is in the engi- +
neering department of a large electri- + + + + + o + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
During the war the Phi Alpha Fr~- cal plant in New Bedford, Mass.
ternjty was managed by the Alumni
Miss Sara Muriel is teachin_g EngCouncil, since all the members of this lish in the Sanford High School a"nd
•
organization were engaged in some Miss Annie Stone has the department +
line of service for "Uncle Sam." of French in the Palatka High School. +
NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY
Many of the old members have now
Mrs. John L. Boynton is no:w mak- +
returned to their Alma Mater artd at
ing her home in Chattanooga, Tenn. +
REAL ESTATE
a meeting held Friday, Oct. 10, the
Class of 1917
+
active Chapter in Rollins was reMiss Mary Conaway is Secretar y +
sumed.
--See-to
Dean Jones, of West Virginia Uni- +
It is understood that within a short
versity.
time a number of new men will be
Paul Thoren is with Montgomery- +
THE WINTER PARK LAND COMPANY
+
asked to join.
Ward & Co., in Chicago.
+
+
,
Miscellaneous
+
+
ALPHA ALPHA
Leon Lewis is manager of the St. +
+·
Petersburg
Ice
Co.
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
The Alpha Alpha Fraternity was
Randolph Lake is in business in +· + + + + + + + +
++ ++++++++ +
++
suspended during the past year as
+
+·
many of the members were in th~ Harlem, Montana._
Berkeley Blackman is instructor in ❖
service. The spirit of the fraternity
•I••·
was kept through correspondence, Mathematics in Kent School, Conn.
Mrs. A. B. Whitman, a graduate of ~
and now that many of the old members have returned to Rollins the so- the Conservatory, has announced her •
candidacy for city · commissioner of +
ciety has been reorganized.
Orlando.
"I"
Robert Tucker is now studying +
Y. M. · C. A.
--AND-mining in the U. of Colorado.
+
The Y . .M. C. A. called a meeting
Miss Myra Williams has taken ac- +
Friday evening, Oct. 3, for the elec- tive control of her father's citrus in- +
MIDDY SUITS
tion of officers for the ensuing year. terests on the East Coast, since his
-AT-The newly elected Cabinet is as fol- • recent illness.
·
+
lows:
. . Wiright Hilyard will return to Day- +
Gerald Kinear Pres., A. Smith tona next month to assist his father ' +
Fletcher, V. Pres., Warren Ingram, in managing the Prince George Hote!. ·+
"Orlando's Favorite Shopping Place"
Sec'y, Stanl~y Fosgate, _T:eas., Chas.
Howar? Weaver _is now taking a +
Ward, Chairman Rehg1ous Co1;1., commercial course m New York.
·+
Karl Thompkins, Chairman Social
Miss Frieda Siewert is instructor
Com., Wyman Stubbs, Chairman in Voice in Linwood College, Gas- +
Membershi'p Com.
tonia, N. C.
+
+
Former .Dean A. D. Enyart, is now +
.
olo·
SPARRELL GELEBRATES
head of the Department of Applied + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + • + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
"What sort of fete were the girls Business in Burdett College, Boston.
++ + ++ + + + +++++ + + +++++
of Sparrell celebrating last Monday
evening?" someone asked. Well, it
LEST YE FORGET
was a little birthday in honor of
Persida Mladenowitch and Vesta Higginbotham," whose birthdays occurred Oh th~u fast moving car,
on that date. The Sparrell girls met Thou carriage without lights,
in the parlor and had a dandy time What bliss cans't thou mar
conversing, dancing and eating ice On these wonderful nights?
cream and cake. Persida told how
they celebrate their birthdays in , Our dear friend named Hannah
Serbia, and, strange to say, their cus- All dressed up and gay,
tom does not d'iffer much from our Forth strode to .Orlandah
own custom with the exception that In the sun's · last dim ray.
it is a little more elaborate.
The party broke up at ten and ev- The shadows come forth+,
eryone wished the honor guests long, The night is at hand+
happy, and useful !iv.e s.
He's taking his Susie
To hear the brass band.
CHEESEY AGAIN HEADS DIXIE
+
Suddenly, quick as a flash
CLUB
+
At the ar:nual election of officers A vehicle appears
+
of the Dixie Club, held in the Gym- With no lights on the dash
+
nasium Wednesday noon, George Ar- Whew! what a crash!
+
rants, former president, was re-electWalk-Ov-er Shoes for Men and Women
ed and others chosen as follows: Oh come you with lights,
+
Bertha Gram, of Moore Haven, Yice- Or come you without
+
VANITY HATS
President; Frederic Ward of Winter Or come you tonight
+
+
Park, Secretary-Treasurer; Leonard With the oil burnt out?
Manhattan and Wilson Bros. Shirts
+
-Annoymous.
Carter, of Lakeland, Cheer Leader.
HIGH ART CLOTHES
+
+
The Dixie Club is the largest organiz:.tion on the 'campus, and has many
+
+
Words That Upset the Canoe
new plans for the coming year.
+
+

+++••··~··············~·······
·••+••··••+•+••········•++++++
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CO-ED Dresses

"Miss America"

~=~----..

DICKSON-IVES COMPANY

+ ++ ++++

+ ++

...

DON'T STUDY

Where to buy Your
Furnishings

•

•

WE SELL THE BEST

...

•

W. H. SCHULTZ

"How did you feel when you got
your test back?"
D graded.

"Lets change seats."
"Look at the fish."
"Throw me a pillow."
"I love you."

+
+
+

Winter Park

+
+
4

+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + .. + + + + 1+ + + + + + + + + +
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+

+
+

GIRL'S ATHLETICS
Girl's atlrletics have not begun in +
All the Girls Like IT_;_
Almost everybody goes in for this earnest as yet, but up to this time +
sport, in fact a bath tub would hardly some sort of exercise has been reDon't sit in Cloverleaf for two hours Saturday night and
be worn out in years, with Lake Vir- quired of every girl on or off the +
ginia at our door. Every afternoon a campus . . Swimming is the most pop- +
'
Chew the Rag
number of fellows take a dive or two ular sport, altho a great many play +·
--Try-Heretofore on Wednesday, +
at the ' men's dock, and likewise the tennis.
Miss
Edwards,
our
very
able
director,
+
girls at their dock. Mr. Hagerty,
WHITMANS CANDY
Naval Unit Instructor, had the fol- has taken the girls on hikes, but from +
Sold exclusively at the
lowing notice posted a few days ago: now on there are only three classes
SWIMMING REGULATIONS AND a week; preferably swimming twice ~
WINTER PARK PHARMACY
and tennis once. To be allowed to +
REQUIREMENTS OF NAVAL
go on the dock the girls must pass +
UNIT
a fifty yard test, which requirement +
Fourth Class
is also necessary to become a member +
All unable to swim.
of the crew, a new sport this year.
Third Class
The first try-out for crew was held +
Competent swimmers, those whose Tuesday, October 21. ,
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
strokes are correct.
The following girls have passed
Second Class
~
their test, up to date:
Competent swimmers, those who l~Mary Arthuh.
•
Compliments of
~
•
....
1100 2-Francis Bell.
can do two strokes correctly.
yards in five , minutes.
3-Margaret Bell.
LUCIUS BARBER SHOP
First Class
4-Ernestine Bigelow.
Three correct strokes, correct dive, 5-Ireva Bigelow.
150 yards within five minutes.
6-Marion C1ock.
R. H. HAGERTY, Comdr, R.C .N.U. 7-Claire Houghtry.
9-Whilhelmina Freeman.
Executive Officer.
•
+
8-Beatrice Enlow.
The following have qualified:
10-Francis Foley.
· First Class
11-Isabel Foley.
Bell, C.
12-Helen Hanna.
Crocket, D.
13-Vina McNeal.
Crocket, S.
14-Ruth Marshall.
Foley, P.
15-Rose ·Powers.
Geier, J. N.
Supplies, Storing, Renting
16-Dorothy Richards.
Holiday, R.
Expert Repairing
17-Kathryn
Simms.
Holiday, . N.
18-Ferne Singleterry.
Five Minutes from College
Kinnear, G.
19-Margaret Sutherland.
McNeil.
I
20-Gertrucle Theed.
Palmer, F.
PHONE 47-8 ·
WINTER PARK, FLA. 21-Edna
Wallace.
Philips, D.
22-Alice Waterhouse.
Poole, W.
23-Helen Waterhouse.
Rowe, L.
24-Sara Wight.
Sedwick,' R.
25-Gertrude Davies.
Stubbs, E.
26-Tee Wilkerson.
+
Stubbs, W .
- tf-" "
27-Uarda Robinson.
Sullivan, G.
28-Elizabeth Wheatley.
Wallace.
+
29-Vivian ,Wheatley.
Second Class
30-Georgianna Hill.
Scott, J.
31-Mary Salisbury.
+
Third Class
32-Mae Clock.
+
Condon, R .
33-J essie Pi~der.
+
Glassey, J.
. 34-Easter Russell.
Taylor, R.
+
35-Loana Schorer. The reason that there are so few 36-Doris Tilden.
+
on this list is that the men have not 37-Francis James.
+
G. S: DEMING
DR. C. E. COFFIN
arranged with Mr. Hagerty to · take 38-Florence Witte.
+
their tests.
E'asket-ball will begin soon, and ❖
+
then things will hum as a great -!>
+
many experienced players have sign- ❖
+
In Chemistry test. ' E. R.-"Prof. ed up.
+
Blair, are we supposed to answe-r
those questions; whether we know
COBNCIL MEETS
·+
them or not?"
. The first meeting of the Athletic •
+
Council was held in the· Lyman gy-m- +
, Coming Down
nasium on Thursday afternoon, Oc- •
+
Mary-"Pauline, your coiffure is tober second. Mr. Raymond W. •
coming down."
Greene, athletic director of the school, •
Pauline (glancing I at bottom of presided. After a close race, Miss
+
skir.t)-"Where?" I don't see it."
Ruth W[aldron was elected secret~ry •
+
of the 1919 Council. The representa- +
A Common Habit
tives were:
+
Miss Bellows-"Mr. Conway, how
( Senior College: No representatives • ·
+
long did you study last night?"
elected) .
•
Eph-"Two hours, railroad time."
Junior College: Miss Winifred • •
,
Farms for Sale or Rent
Miss
Bellows-"What do you Stone - and Mr. Jack Brannon.
+·
+.
mean?"
Sophomore College: Miss Ruth +
Eph-"That is including stops and
+
Waldron and Mr. Warren Ingram.
+
delays."
+
Freshman College : Miss Mary +
Whitehead and Mr. Stanley Fosgate. ,
Words' are like leaves; where they
Senior _Academy: Miss Dixie I:IilL •
+
most abound.
and Mr. ·Earl Shannon.
+
+
There the least fruit of sense is
Junior Academy: Mr. Dudley Wil- +
+
found.
·son and Mr. William Sherman.
•
+
Sophomore Academy: Mr. Pat Sul- •
Charity
livan.
'
It's a cold blooded teacher who
Freshman Academy: Miss Frances
marks balow zero.
Foley. (acting).
SWIMMING

.

•
+++++••••+•+••·········••+••··

+
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GARAGE

•

Dodge

•
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Real Estate ·

Tuwn Property
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•
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PERSONALS

CLOVERLEAF RECEPTION

Miss Margaret Scott Rogers, a
former Rollins student who is now
engaged in settlement work in West
Tampa, stopped over in Winter Pa_rk
several days as the guest of Miss
Grace Harrop at "The Ripples." Miss
Rogers has been spending the summer visiting relatives in Chestnut
Hill, Philadelphia.

Saturd~y, October 25, 1919.
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·+

· 0 times, 0 customs, and in the
wo.rds of the venerable Cicero or "the +
+
newsboy or whoever said it, · how +
tempus does fugit! Another acquaint- +
The Rexall Store
ance reception has come and gone but •
be it said right truthfully, not forgotten, for when the Rollins girls entertain not even Solomon in all his • .. Headquarters for Stationery, Eastman Kodak . Supplies
glory-but you know the rest, if you :
NORRIS EXQUISITE CANDIES
Thelma and Leonard Carter spent were fortunate enough to be present.
Not even Woodrow has anything on •
+
the week end at their home in LakeCloverleaf in the matter of breaking •
+·
land.
precedents, when it is necessary to + + • • • + • + • + • • • +· • • + • • • + • r+ • + • • • + •
Sara Wight spent Sunday and Mon- bveak said precedents. Time was when + + • + • • • + • + + • • • • + + • + • + • ♦-.-.,♦- • • • •
the Cloverleaf parlors, served as/ a pref- ., ·
•
day at her home in Sanford.
ty background for this traditionary af- +
THE OLD RELIABLE PRESSING CLUB
Harold 'l'i1den, a well-known Rol- fair, for it has always been the first •
Headquarters for Ffrench Dry Cleaning and Tailoring
linsite, who attended Vanderbilt last social function of the 'college year, a +
term, ,will remain at home this year. ·well-remembered "student " mixer", •
Phone 504
Winter Park
He has been se.e n on the campus fre- maker of those friendships which t
sweeten the student's life. Don't you •
Monthly ·Club Rates $1.25
quently.
remember the old-fashioned formal
•·
.Clothes called for and delivered
+
Miss Sara Muriel '18 spent th)e handshake, the conversation by the •
•
week end in Cloverleaf. She returned portiere, the glass of punch, a cruel •
goodbye and then Chase · Hall for +
We have a 'College Representative-See Him
•
to Sanford Sunday afternoon.
+
Y ours? ' But time and tide have no •
"Save
a
·
Few
Dopes"
•
Hildegard Slauter was the -a ttr~c- more regard for tradition than for •
tive guest o.f Helen Hanna durmg the proverbial, and in these modern • • • • + ,+ + + + + • • + + + • • • + + •+ • • • + + + + + •
the opening week.
day,s, almost forgotten, man.
++++• • • • +++• +• • ++• ++• • ++++• • +•
And so it· came to pass in the good ·•
THE PARK GROCERY
Sister Esthar Charlotta spent sev- year 191~ by day and month the 4th +
_ Phone 482
eral days ·o n the campus. Her niece, of October that the new · "student +
Miss Lucy Anderson, is enrolled as mixer" was held. Aspiring to the +
FANCY GROCERIES
League of Nations Cloverleaf threw •
a Freshman ..
Just Received . a Full Line of Sunshine Cakes and
.off its yoke of isolation. Owing to •
Schraft's Chocolates
• ·
1
A congenial party motoring to Kis- the results of prosperity, and not fol+~+~•~+~+~••~•~+~•~·~·~·~•~+_+~~•-+~•~+~+~•+~+~+~+~•~·••++
simmee Sunday afternoon were Mrs. lowing Caesar too closely, it was ne- •+••••+++++•+++••••+••+++++••·
Freeman and young daughter, Wil- cessary to add another part, instead +
hemnia Lucy-J\nderson, Mildred Bur- of divide, and Sparrell was the new
member; unlike this Roman Emperrett. and -Paulirie Phelps.
+
We Appreciate Your P~tronage
or's tribes, they were all brave and : :
Miss Marion Pierson was the guest beautiful. The gymnasium was West- +
Orlando,
Florida
None
over the week-end of Miss Rose Pow- ern Europe for the evening.
+·
ers attending with her the Chase other was large enough.
··••+++++++•+•+••++++++••··••+
Hail reception on Saturday evening. · · There never ' has been and there •+++++•+++++++••+•++•++++++•++
Miss Pierson was a popular girl stu- nev·e r will be an event in the gym +
+
COLLEGE INN
+
dent at Rollins four years agQ, com- •without a grand march. But the at- •
Cakes
Cookies
Buns
Sandwiches
Cakes
Pie
+
ing from Detroit, Mich. Since then tractive little play, - "Shadow- Land" +
Fresh Bread
Ice Tea
Milk
+
her family has moved to Orlando, which followed, was a -distinct innoCigarettes, Cigars, Tobacco
Short Order Lunches '
+
where her father has recently pur- vation made possible by: L:.icy An- •♦
Rock . Baking Company
Mrs. E. L. Fox, Prop .
.
derson as "Miss 1865"; Margaret
chased a home.
+
+
+
•
•
,+
+
+
+
•
+
••
+
+
+
•
+
•
•
+
+
+
•
+
+
.+
+
+
+.
Sutherland as - the "Riding Girl";
Ruth Waldron as the "Tennis Girl"; ++•+•••++++••·••+••+••++++••++
Mary Salisbury as the "Gym Girl";
The Girl's Glee Club held its annual Mabel Townsend as the "Bathing
+
election of officers at its last meet- Girl"; Helen Waterhouse as the "Col- +
•
ing. Misses Florence Keezel, Pres·i-_ lege Girl"; Helen Hann;i as "Miss +
+
dent, Florence Smith, Secretary, and 1919"; and, Mary Knoske as "The + •
+
+
Margaret Smith, Treas., were the of- Debutante."
ficers elected The regular work for the
Why not admit the inevitable? The •
+
· year has not yet begun, but t~e girls good god, Jazz, made the evening com- + --~--·
have been singing every Sunday at plete as he always does when assist- +
the Congregational Church, as . they ed by ice cream and cal5e. And thus +
did last year. The members are: ·Mar- ended the first party of the year, a +
- O F -.garet M. Coulter, Gert1,ude · Davies, grand success on the part of the Rol- +
Ruth Hoyt, Vesta Higginbotham, lins girls.
Fl~rence Keezel, Mary Knoske, -Mary
Noe
Dorothy Richards, Florence
"·So you've met my son at college?"
Smith, Margaret - Smith, Elsa _Sie"Sure, we sleep in the same philos- :
wart, Winifred Stone, Emilie Sw1gel,
Jean Wagner, Ruth Wialdron, Edna ophy class."
Wallace and Hazel Watts.
The Rollins College Band, under the +
+
* * *
. •The Men's Glee Club is fully or- direct.ion of Mr. Victor Collier, is re- ~
4
ganized, and has commenced its work hearsing regularly, and promises to •
in earnest. The members enrolled are: pr<Jve an attractive - addition to the +•.+++++~+••••+++++++++~+++++++
John\ Glassey, Raymond
Greene, varicm, festive occasions held at the •+++•++++++•++++++++++•~+••···
+,
GeralJi Kinnear, F. W. Leedy, R. B. college during the year.
Not the least attractive feature of
Pottel'; Paul Potter, L. E. Schultz,
Robert Sedgwick, Earl Shannon, Wil- t!1e Chase Hall reception, on Saturday +'
+
liam Sherman, . Giles Snyder, Ellis evening, the 18th, wa'> the ~.r.ng; "How +
Stubbs, Karl Tompkins, Frederick Swe.et '!'his Life W'.Juld Be", in which
the Men's Glee Club made its debut.
+
Ward.
+

TROVILLION PHARMACY

•

•
•
•

•

•

•

•

EVANS-REX DRUG CO.

•

CO~SERVATORY NOTES

•

•

THE SIEWERT STUDIO

+

•
+.

;PHOTOGRAPHY
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+

SAN JUAN COFFEE ROOM

;
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+ + +- +

•
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+
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PINE STREET POCKET BILLIARD PARLOR
8 West Pine Street, Orlando, Fla.
A place for gentlemen to spend their leisure time
in amusement

+
+
+ +

~

••
++

ORLANDO, ·FLORIDA

l'!nest and best ventilated room of its kind in the South

.
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